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Abstract. We propose that pervasive games designed with mechanics that are specifically in 
opposition with, or disruptive of, social rules of the environment in which they are played, have 
unique potential to provide interesting, provocative experiences for players. We explore this 
concept through the design and evaluation of an experimental game prototype, Shhh!, inspired 
by the juvenile game Bollocks, and implemented on Android mobile devices, which challenges 
players to make loud noises in libraries. Six participants played the game before engaging in 
semi-structured interviews, explored through inductive thematic analysis. Results suggest that 
the game provoked in players a heightened awareness of social rules, as well as a complex 
social dilemma of whether or not to act. We conclude by presenting a model for designing 
games that play with the social, as well as physical, rules of the environments in which they are 
set. 
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1 Introduction 
Pervasive games [22,24], location-based games [5], and mixed reality games [7,9] are 
all terms that describe entertainment computing applications in which the geography 
of the real world functions as an essential component of game play. These games 
typically use mobile computing technologies such as GSM [30], Bluetooth [8,27], 
WiFi [4] GPS, or augmented reality [8] in order to incorporate the movement of play-
ers through the real world as part of the fantasy narrative of the game. The assumption 
is that game tasks can make real world locations and activities more interesting or 
meaningful [28]. However, there is a surprising lack of variety in the design of these 
games and in the types of experiences they are designed to provoke. The majority take 
the form of treasure hunts, where players must visit real-world locations in order to 
tick off game-world tasks. Rarely do these games acknowledge or encourage players 
to engage with interesting physical or social features of the environments in which 
they are played. It appears that the motivation behind developing these games is often 
to explore the capabilities of the enabling technologies, rather than to provide interest-
ing experiences for players. 
Researchers have recently argued [20,21] that pervasive games have relatively un-
explored potential to provide engaging experiences through provoking players to 
interact meaningfully with already interesting real-world environments. For example, 
the game Blowtooth [20,21] is designed to explore the unique affordances of interna-
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tional airports (see [16]). The game narrative requires players to smuggle virtual 
goods through real airport security by planting them on fellow passengers, before later 
tracking those passengers down and retrieving their goods. Blowtooth is extremely 
simple both technologically and in terms of game design. Kirman, Linehan and Law-
son [20] argue that, despite its simplicity, the game provokes interesting experiences 
for players, because, through the game mechanics, the player is confronted with as-
pects of the environment that already cause anxiety and exhilaration; in this case the 
unparalleled security and surveillance of the airport environment. Conversely, the 
game is not interesting or fun, or even a coherent game, if played anywhere other than 
an airport. 
The Blowtooth game provides an interesting starting point for the current paper. 
Specifically, we were interested in exploring further the concept of designing simple 
pervasive games that interact provocatively with the implicit features of built envi-
ronments (i.e., the human-made surroundings that provide the setting for human ac-
tivity [26]). It must be noted that Blowtooth gained much of its engaging power from 
the extraordinary nature of the airport environment. Here, we aim to investigate 
whether similarly interesting experiences can be designed for more commonly experi-
enced environments. Specifically, we propose that these experiences can be achieved 
through the design of game mechanics that are in opposition with, or disruptive of, 
social rules that exist in everyday built environments. Indeed, the mischievous break-
ing of social rules is a type of play that many find engaging [19]. Of course, all games 
are social experiences that take place in social spaces, as discussed at length in the 
literature (i.e., [18,29]). Here we investigate specifically how pervasive games can 
create engaging experiences through encouraging people to consider, explore, and 
play with, existing social rules of their environment. 
The following sections of the paper will explore the rationale for designing perva-
sive games that ask the player to engage in the mischievous breaking of social rules. 
We first discuss how social rules effect the expression of behaviour, and identify the 
built environment as a particular type of behavioural cue. We then discuss mischief 
and naughtiness as a game play aesthetic, and consider the effects of mischievous 
play on non-players. Subsequently, we present the design and evaluation of a game, 
Shhh!, which challenges players to make loud noises in libraries. 
Background 
Social Rule Following and the Built Environment 
Human behaviour is highly sensitive to social influence. The expression of our de-
sires, goals, intentions and impulses is mediated at all times by expectations, spoken 
or unspoken, of what is appropriate in the particular context in which we find our-
selves [3]. The definition of what is appropriate behaviour is often complex, and 
changes depending on a seemingly endless variety of variables, such as whether you 
are inside or outside, how many other people are present, what those people are wear-
ing, your relationship with those people, the time of day, and so on. For example, 
there are very different expectations on behaviour when attending a football match in 
comparison with attending a lecture, despite these being topographically similar be-
haviours (i.e., both feature large audiences passively focused on the activities of cent-
ral actors).  Humans show remarkable ability to adapt appropriately to these subtle 
changes in expectations [2]. Researchers have suggested that social acceptance is one 
of the most powerful unconditioned reinforcers for humans [1]. We work hard to gain 
acceptance and to avoid disapproval.  
The specific expectations of any given context are both signalled and enforced by 
the behaviour of others. We observe others and infer appropriate social norms based 
on those observations [1]. For example, a busy dance floor invites participation, and 
while around children, an adult may soften their tone of voice and vocabulary. In 
situations where we have misinterpreted the norms, people are often quick to inter-
vene directly and make sure that we understand. This is often an embarrassing and 
memorable experience for both parties.  
Interestingly, buildings function as particularly strong contextual cues for behav-
iour. Indeed, there is a field of academic study that examines specifically how the 
‘built environment’ (human-made environments) affects our experience and supports 
and encourages particular patterns of behaviour (see [26]). Thus, there seems great 
potential in designing games that are located in specific types of buildings. Such 
games could take advantage of the fact that certain types of buildings evoke certain 
types of behaviour, regardless of where in the world they are found. 
Mischief as a gameplay aesthetic 
Social rules are essential to all game playing. For example, the ‘Magic Circle’ [15,29] 
is a term that describes the unspoken agreement about acceptable behaviour in the 
social context of game playing. The game-playing context provides players with cues 
for, and gives permission for, many types of behaviour that would be unacceptable or 
confusing in other contexts. Similarly, there are certain behaviours, such as cheating, 
which are unacceptable in the game-playing context. Thus, games inherently function 
as powerful social cues for appropriate behaviour and, indeed, all games are inher-
ently social experiences [18,29]. 
Mischievous play is a type of behaviour that serves to explore and test the boundar-
ies of social acceptability in game playing contexts [19]. Mischievous players enjoy 
subverting and appropriating game rules and social expectations of the game-playing 
context in order to produce surprising and entertaining experiences for themselves and 
other players. For example, in farming games, players create elaborate pictures using 
variety of crops [17], and in Spore [23], players used design tools to make humorous 
creatures modelled after various parts of human anatomy [19]. 
Importantly, there is a distinction between mischievous play and genuinely anti-
social behaviour. The key to mischief is the apparent attitude of playfulness. The mis-
chievous player knows there are limits to their behaviour, and the intent is to do no 
harm [13]. This is in stark contrast to the intent of griefing or trolling, which is pur-
posefully disruptive, often with negative and anti-social intentions. Researchers have 
argued that mischievous play is a valid, interesting and valuable form of game play 
behaviour, which designers should acknowledge and facilitate [19]. 
Kirman, Linehan and Lawson [19] primarily discuss mischievous play in terms of 
playing with the social environment that surrounds game playing. However, there are 
games that encourage players to mischievously explore and test the boundaries of 
social acceptability in other environments (i.e., beyond the safety of the magic circle 
of a game). For example, consider the game played by school children where a (typi-
cally obscene) word is chosen and players must take turns to speak the word in class 
(generally called “Bollocks” in the UK and Ireland). Each successive player must say 
the word louder than the previous, until somebody is caught by the teacher, or gives 
in. The attraction of the game lies in the tension between the rules of the environment 
(stay silent) and the rules of the game (make a noise), creating an exhilarating social 
experience. Another example is that of juvenile “kissing” games (e.g. “Spin the Bot-
tle”), which give players permission to explore the social boundaries of intimacy. 
We propose an extension to the conclusions of Kirman, Linehan and Lawson [19], 
who insist that mischievous play in game playing contexts should be acknowledged 
and supported. We suggest that mischievous playing with social rules can form the 
basis of exhilarating, memorable experiences beyond traditional game playing con-
texts. We call for the design of games that specifically encourage players to engage in 
behaviour that is in opposition with, or disruptive of, the social rules of built envi-
ronments. We suggest that this approach may be particularly beneficial to the design 
of pervasive games. Since buildings function as powerful signals for controlling the 
expression of behaviour, and games do similarly, the playing of games in the built 
environment may present complex, challenging social experiences for players, par-
ticularly in situations where the rules of the game are in competition with the rules of 
the environment for control over player behaviour. This could be seen as an example 
of a 'dark gameplay pattern' that intentionally causes emotional dilemmas for players 
[31]. 
Considering Non-players 
The experimental game prototype described and evaluated in this paper, Shhh, asks 
players to make noise in a library. It is envisioned that, due to the convention for quiet 
working in the library environment, players will experience exhilaration at the chal-
lenge to break that rule, since that the consequence of being noticed involves harsh 
disapproval by peers. However, in designing such a game, some consideration must 
be given to the effects that game play may have on other library users. Indeed, such 
considerations are a necessary step in the design of all pervasive games [14,25].  
Niemi, Sawano and Waern [25] suggest that anonymity and accountability are the 
most important factors when considering non-players in pervasive game design. Ano-
nymity refers to whether the game intrudes on non-players privacy, or reveals infor-
mation about non-players to the players through the technology employed in the 
game. Shhh! makes no attempt to record anything about the environment other than 
the loudness of sounds produced by the player. It doesn’t even record the sound itself, 
just a measure of loudness. Thus, the game does not infringe upon non-player privacy, 
according to the definition provided by Niemi et al. It could be argued, however, that 
encouraging noise in a quiet environment is in some way an infringement on privacy. 
We must remind the reader that the intention is not to provoke players into making 
lots of noise, rather, to encourage in players a heightened awareness of how well de-
fined and understood the social rules are, as well as the implications of breaking those 
social rules. We envision that few, if any, players will cause any serious disruption to 
fellow library users. Further, any noise that players do create will be rare, brief and 
more than likely contextually appropriate. This is something that we will investigate 
in the user study. 
Accountability refers to whether actions are traceable to the source, who can be 
held accountable for any adverse effects caused [14,25]. In the current game, the po-
tentially invasive behaviour (the making of noise) is inseparably and observably 
linked with the player (i.e., the person who makes the noise). Not only is the player 
easily held accountable for their actions by non-players, but that accountability is 
actually a core component that drives fun of the game. Indeed, if players do not feel 
any compulsion to remain quiet, the game will not provide an interesting experience. 
The experience that the game is designed to provoke is the complex dilemma of 
whether or not to act. This dilemma serves as an analogue for some of the most chal-
lenging situations that we commonly experience, which often involve the strong urge 
to act but reluctance to do so because of social norms; such as whether to intervene in 
arguments between spouses, or the need to tolerate the extreme political beliefs of a 
relative at a family gathering. We believe that pervasive games can provide fascinat-
ing, memorable experiences through allowing players to explore exactly these types 
of complex social dilemmas.  
Game Design 
The experimental game prototype, called Shhh!, was inspired by the children’s play-
ground game, mentioned above, which dares players to make loud noises in inappro-
priate situations (usually the classroom). This game provides an interesting basis for 
our exploration of social rules of built environments as game mechanics, due to the 
combination of simple mechanics and the genuine excitement it encourages in play-
ers. We decided to set the game in libraries, as these are buildings that have obvious 
and easily understood rules that are (primarily) enforced by social convention (i.e., 
disapproval by other library users is a much more likely consequence of play than 
formal action by the library staff). Moreover, since we had a great deal of experience 
with observing the social rules of the library, were confident that players would feel 
compelled to engage in socially acceptable behaviour, thus creating for players the 
desired social dilemma of whether or not to act.  
The original playground game was altered through the development of an applica-
tion that runs on Android mobile devices. Specifically, the application uses the 
phones’ audio input to measure sound levels. This allows players, upon making a 
noise, to see a score that corresponds to the sound that they made. It also allows for 
that score to be saved to a leader board, facilitating asynchronous play.  
Upon reaching a library in which they wish to play, the player launches the game 
application on their mobile device. The application initially verifies whether the 
player is genuinely in a library (this feature was not implemented in the prototype 
evaluated), before presenting the main input screen (figure 1). This screen is com-
posed primarily of one large button, which, when pressed, activates the device’s 
microphone. The player is expected to make a noise at this point. The application 
identifies the volume of sound in the environment at that moment (using an algorithm 
that averages values returned by the ‘getMaxAmplitude’ function of the ‘Media Re-
corder’ utility within the Android OS). When they have finished making noise, the 
player clicks the button again to stop recording. The application returns a score to the 
player; louder noises produce higher scores. This score is then added to both the over-
all league table for the game, plus a league table for the specific library in which they 
played. The local league table facilitates people to compete with their friends, col-
leagues and classmates in an uncomplicated manner. 
 
 
Figure 1. Screenshots of prototype application. Left panel shows the input screen. 
Right panel shows the leader board. 
Plan for Evaluation 
The intention of the study was to understand participants’ experience of engaging 
with the experimental game. Since no model already exists for explaining the type of 
task the game asks players to undertake, it was important to explore participant ex-
periences in an open-ended, qualitative manner. Six participants were recruited 
through a combination of advertisements and personal contacts. Each participant en-
gaged with the study separately. The study took place in the main library of a UK 
University. Participants initially met the researcher outside the library, where a brief 
explanation of the game was presented. A smart phone, on which the game had been 
installed, was then given to the participant and they were asked to carry out three 
simple tasks using the application to ensure that they understood how it worked; view 
the local high scores, view the global high scores, sign in. Participants were then 
asked to enter the library, to try to “get a high score,” and to return when they were 
finished. Subsequently, participants were taken to a more relaxed environment, where 
a semi-structured interview took place to understand the player’s experience of play-
ing the game. The researcher began by asking participants how they felt generally 
about the experience, before asking specifically about the library environment, how 
they felt about making noise and playing games in that environment, and whether 
other library users reacted in any way to their behaviour. Participant responses were 
audio recorded and later transcribed. These transcripts form the basis of the analysis 
presented below. 
Interview transcripts were analysed through inductive thematic analysis [6], a 
form of qualitative analysis particularly useful for investigating novel subjects in 
little-understood domains. Data was first read carefully multiple times by the first 
author. The structure of the data was then broken down to allow for analysis. Specifi-
cally, each separate concept (often, but not necessarily corresponding to a sentence) 
expressed by a participant was assigned a separate row in a spreadsheet. A total of 24 
relevant conceptual labels, formed of short sentences and quotes, were derived from 
the corpus of interview data by the second author. These, together with a description 
and examples of each code, were given to the first author, who analysed the data in-
dependently and examined the fit of the codes to the data. Results of both analyses 
were compared and consensus reached on a code list of 13 categories. 
Results and Discussion 
Six first-order themes were identified, which formed two second-order themes; con-
siderations of the library environment, and considerations of game play. The coding 
scheme is illustrated in (Figure 2). While the themes identified appear to represent 
distinct concepts, it must be noted that they all discuss aspects of the tension between 
playing the game and behaving appropriately in the library. Hence, participant’s utter-
ances could often be classified under a number of these codes. However, we are con-
fident that this coding structure aids the reader in understanding the subjective experi-
ence of participants. The identified themes are expanded upon in detail below. All 
quotes are presented unedited.  
 Figure 2. Illustration of the coding scheme used to describe qualitative data. 
Considerations of the Library Environment 
Understandably, a lot of discussion focused on the nature of the library as an envi-
ronment in which to play. These discussions can be described under three first order 
themes; players’ awareness of their own behaviour, the consideration of others and 
the rules of the environment. 
 
Own Behaviour. This theme refers to instances when participants expressed acute 
awareness of their own behaviour while playing the game. This is interesting as it 
provides some insight into their willingness (or reluctance) to engage with the game 
task, as well as the impact of the social environment on their behaviour. Participants 
often regretted making sounds and drawing attention to themselves;  
“….I was stood in a stairwell where it was quite busy and I just yelled ‘mic check’ 
as if I was checking the microphone to get the levels right and I realised it was 
quite loud…..I sort of looked at it and went ‘ I’m in a library I need to be quiet’” 
(P6). 
The majority of the participants reported feeling out of place and out of their comfort 
zone by playing the game in the environment chosen. P1 suggested, “it was a bit 
weird to be honest and very strange. The word most commonly used by participants 
when describing how they felt when playing the game was “awkward”. They re-
ported feeling awkward while walking around the library devising strategies for mak-
ing sounds that wouldn’t draw attention to them. Another participant mentioned that 
they spent a lot of the time sitting at a desk, speaking random words into the phone, 
which led to them feeling “rather odd.”  
Many participants tried to blend into the environment while playing the game, so 
that non-participants wouldn’t think they were acting strangely or inappropriate. For 
example, P5 reported, 
“…the librarian walked passed me while I was sat at a desk and I turned the phone 
off and just sort of opened up an email from my tutor and pretended to compose an 
email…”  
A similar experience was reported by P3, who sat at a desk surrounded by books 
while playing the game, in order to give the appearance of doing work; 
“…I also sat at a desk by myself with some books, so I made a look round to make 
sure no one could see me…”- P3. 
P2 was very uncomfortable with playing the game;“…erm I played it for literally 
five minutes maybe a bit less and I felt like I didn’t want to play anymore.” Interest-
ingly, despite only staying in the library for a few minutes, the above participant re-
ported one instance of shouting directly into the microphone at the top of their voice. 
“I was like, I cannot get any louder than what they have done …” In fact, it was after 
making this very loud sound that the participant refused to play anymore due to peo-
ple staring at them.  
The finding that the majority of participants felt very aware of their own behaviour, 
often to the point of awkwardness, suggests that they were very aware of the social 
environment while playing. However, it must be noted that only one participant (P1) 
failed to engage enthusiastically with the task. This participant reported discomfort at 
the task that the game asked them to carry out, “it had a whole stigma over the noise 
levels." Thus, despite their awkwardness and reluctance, most players did seem to 
engage (cautiously) with the game, taking steps to minimise social disapproval.  
 
Consideration of Others. This theme refers to instances when participants specifi-
cally expressed consideration of other library users (i.e., non-participants) in their 
discussion of game play experience. This provides further insight into their awareness 
of the social environment. One participant reported that, when in a part of the library 
where it wasn’t frowned upon to talk, they still felt a bit uncomfortable making loud 
noises. This was due to the fact that some of the nearby library users were mature 
students (the UK term for older students in higher education), “there were more older 
people in the library at that time as well. Yeah I thought about that a bit more as I 
didn’t want to disturb them” (P1).  
Due to the fact that the prototype application was installed on a specific device, 
which was given to participants at the beginning of the session, participants often had 
two phones with them in the library. Participants reported awareness that people 
looked at them strangely for having two phones on them. “No-one came up to me, just 
the funny looks I had from holding two phones at one point….” (P4). Indeed, partici-
pants reported noticing that sometimes non-participants sat and stared at them in an 
intimidating manner. Interestingly, none of the non-participants actually came up to 
the participants to find out what they were doing or why they were acting so 
strangely. P6 suggested, “Most people are shy when you see someone doing some-
thing. 
A number of participants reported paying more attention than normal to the behav-
iour and conversations of others in the library. For instance, P3 noticed how much 
non-participants discussed nights out and other social events rather than their work: 
“It has people who annoy you as they speak about their night out, but I suppose that’s 
it really, people have different attitudes towards the library.” This was very interest-
ing, as it is some indication that the game led participants to not only notice others 
more than normal, but also pay attention to their conversations and actions. Interest-
ingly, the above participant mentioned that if they were talking so much they would, “ 
feel quite embarrassed by doing that. Just how it is really.” Ironically, they were also 
playing the game at the time, making sounds and breaking the rules of the envi-
ronment. Overall, it seems that the game provoked participants into deeper contem-
plation of social features of the library environment. 
 
Rules of the Environment. This theme examines how players’ awareness of the 
social rules of the library environment affected their experience of playing the game. 
Most participants reported initially respecting the rules of the environment, “When I 
was first in there I was quite reserved ‘cus I didn’t want to make too much noise in 
the library” (P1). Interestingly, while most participants felt like this initially, none of 
them refused to engage with the game entirely.  
In the particular library where this research was carried out, there are numerous 
floors, only one of which has a strict rule on absolute silence. It seems that, out of 
respect for the rules, participants largely avoided playing games on that floor, “…you 
see I was on the first floor, you’re allowed to speak and do what you want, if I was on 
the third floor the yes, obviously.” That participant was then asked if they had been on 
the third floor would they have played the game or been too afraid to. They responded 
with “I would have felt to embarrassed and scared to do it.” Thus, even while playing 
an intentionally disruptive game, participants carefully adapted their behaviour to 
subtle differences in social rules in different parts of the same building. This finding is 
fascinating, as it illustrates the dilemma that players of Shhh! felt they were faced 
with; the complex calculations involved in balancing the competitive, goal directed 
behaviour of game playing versus the social rules of the environment in which it was 
played. Players wanted to win, but they didn’t want to be embarrassed or to get 
caught. 
Since the third floor of the library in which we held the study has uniquely strict 
rules on noise levels, we assumed that absolutely none of the players would attempt to 
play there. However, this was not the case. Two participants saw the strict rules of 
this floor as a challenge. Fascinatingly, players adapted the sounds they made due to 
the less forgiving environment to something more “subtle and something you could 
get away with” (P5). These participants felt the need to make sounds that seemed 
natural in that context, for example, dropping books on the floor. P6 tried blowing 
into the microphone as a way of making noise. However, instead of simply picking 
the phone up blowing into the microphone the participant reported, "I'll pick up the 
phone and look a bit confused into the phone and blow into the mic." (P6). The par-
ticipant felt the need to put on an act in order to avoid disapproval.  
The playing of the game on this floor by a minority of players is interesting, but 
not unproblematic, since it is not clear whether it crosses the line between mischief 
and genuinely antisocial behaviour.  
“…you could almost argue that competition in this game almost encourages ex-
treme behaviour or cheating because you can’t beat them without extreme behav-
iour.” (P5). 
However, these players did not simply go into the quiet area and shout into their 
phones, they attempted creative ways of gaining high scores that had less likelihood 
of bringing about undesirable consequences, and thus were interacting thoughtfully 
within subtle social rules of the social environment. In social terms, playing in this 
location had a higher likelihood to cause embarrassment for the player, to cause dis-
ruption to non-players, and, indeed, to bring about disciplinary action for the player.  
In gaming terms, these players saw this floor as having a higher level of difficulty and 
were intrigued and challenged to produce a high score in this less forgiving envi-
ronment. 
Considerations of Game Play 
While the majority of discussion focused on the library environment, there was also 
significant discussion regarding the playing of the game. These topics of discussion 
can be described under two first order themes; competition, and strategies for gaining 
high scores. 
 
Competition. Competition was facilitated through a simple leader board in the appli-
cation. Discussions of competition are interesting, as they demonstrate that the game 
design, while incredibly simple, was engaging enough to present participants with the 
dilemma of whether or not to break the social rules of the library environment.  
Most participants reported competition as a motivator for their continued play, “It 
said the world high score was 112. So I aimed for to beat that and I did beat that. I 
didn’t smash that record but I beat it! Will you acknowledge that I beat your score?” 
(P3). Other participants found that they just wanted to get on to the leader board and 
not worry about being the best, “…I mean I saw the scores and I wasn’t aiming for 
the top I was aiming to go mid table and I ended up score quite high on my first few 
tries….” (P6). When participants saw that their scores were close to the record, it 
made them want to play more, “…that’s when I thought, you know what if I’m going 
to make my mark on the game, you got to set the bar for someone so I just raised the 
bar an extra bit higher.” (P6).  
It became apparent through analysis of the data that what was happening in the 
game was being discussed amongst friends. For example, a number of participants 
reported that, before they participated, they discussed the game with people who had 
already played it. Rather than being upset at the apparent corruption of the naivety of 
our participant pool, we saw this as evidence of the engaging nature of the game and 
the inherent competition that if provoked. “…I heard from a previous person … that 
he coughed also and I thought I would just try and beat him” (P1); “Well yeah, I 
wanted to beat my house mate.” (P2); “it is more fun in a group” (P1). Participants 
mentioned that their discussions of the game pushed them to get higher scores, as they 
dared other players to beat their scores, “I mean I could twang a bass string or hit a 
drum and be like ‘yeah go on, try and beat my score, I dare you” (P6); it is bragging 
rights really……So you know it is good fun to see that I had taken over all the leader 
board, absolutely” (P6). 
 
Strategies for Gaining High Scores. The only action available in the game was to 
make and record a noise. However, this action was in direct contradiction of the social 
rules of the library environment. Thus, it is interesting to understand the strategies 
adopted by players in making those noises, as they give some indication of the di-
lemmas faced in playing this game. It seems that generally the strategy was to use 
sounds that are naturally loud, but also not uncommon in library environments. Figure 
3 presents a summary of the different strategies reported by players. As seen in figure 
3 many participants chose to play by coughing into the microphone. This strategy was 
chosen in an effort to not draw attention to themselves. When asked whether they 
tried anything else, many replied in the negative. Participant 1’s response was this: 
“No, as I didn’t want people looking at me in a funny way”. 
 
 
Figure 3. Number of players who reported using each of a number of strategies for 
generating sounds. Note: some players used multiple strategies. 
A number of participants did have creative ideas to make sounds, often choosing to 
stage ‘accidents’ in order to create loud noises without incurring the disapproval of 
fellow library users,  
“…as you know they have those little step stool kind of things to get to the top 
shelves. I sort of considered walking down the aisle with a book and not notice and 
just kick it by “mistake” and maybe try and pretend I sort of fell over. But yeah I 
didn’t do that in the end” (P5). 
This combination of creativity and reluctance demonstrates the tension between the 
social rules and game rules, and the complex dilemma experienced by game players. 
As shown in figure 3 the most popular ‘accident’ was the dropping of books on the 
floor. Indeed, this strategy often led to high scores for the participants. Other players 
slammed doors, and tapped the device on objects such as desks. Participants prefer-
ence to be seen as clumsy rather than intentionally loud demonstrates the powerful 
need for social acceptance in this environment.  
Many of the participants felt that they couldn’t achieve a high score by simply 
using their own voice or by making noises with books and door. This led to them to, 
in their own words, cheating, through using the hand dryer in the toilets to gain a 
score. Specifically, participants walked in to the toilets and put their hands under the 
dryer to set it off, put the phone underneath and pressed ‘Go!’ This produced a very 
high score. In discussion, these participants mentioned they did this because they 
couldn’t find any other way of achieving the high score without shouting “…I was 
kind of coughing really loudly….to beat him, but I didn’t so I thought I will cheat 
because I want that score!” (P5). Participants were apparently more willing to break 
the rules of the game than the rules of the environment. 
In summary, due to the competing demands of the game rules and the social envi-
ronment, players demonstrated great creativity in adapting their behaviour to social 
expectations. This emphasises the social dilemma presented by the game as well as 
the power of the social environment over player behaviour. Players were reluctant to 
ever cause significant disruption to non-players. 
Conclusions 
This paper proposes the harnessing of existing social rules in built environments as a 
basis for designing provocative and engaging pervasive games. An experimental 
game, Shhh!, was designed, which challenged players to make noise in an envi-
ronment (a library) where that is acknowledged as inappropriate behaviour. Six par-
ticipants played the game before engaging in semi-structured interviews. Participants 
reported a keen awareness of the rules of the social environment in which they played. 
While they demonstrated a willingness to play the game, and enjoyment at doing so, 
they also demonstrated a commitment to cause as little disruption as possible to non-
players, taking steps to minimise social disapproval. Players showed remarkable 
sensitivity and creativity in adapting their behaviour to social expectations, and in-
deed, demonstrated great complexity of behaviour in playing with the rules of the 
social environment. These findings suggest that pervasive games that play with social 
rules of built environments have great potential to provide interesting, challenging 
and fun experiences for players. 
Since participants in this study found their playing with social rules a challenging 
and engaging activity, it may be worth exploring this design strategy further. Specifi-
cally, few pervasive games have explored how the social rules inherent in the built 
environment can function as part of pervasive game play mechanics. We propose a 
model for designing pervasive games that acknowledges the engaging potential of the 
social, as well as physical, characteristics of a built environment (see Table 1). This 
model describes how, when designing the mechanics of a pervasive game, we should 
consider devices and mobility as means for players to navigate the physical envi-
ronment, and the subjective experience and behaviour of the player as means to navi-
gate the social environment.  
Table 1. Description of the features that must be considered in the design of pervasive games.    
Opportunities for Design Environment Players 
Physical  Geography Devices, Mobility 
Social  Social Rules Behaviour, Experience 
 
In designing games that play with existing social rules it is important to consider 
the line between mischievous and antisocial behaviour. Mischievous behaviour is 
playful and serves to explore and test the boundaries of social acceptability [19]. This 
is contrast to the intent of griefing or trolling, which is purposefully disruptive, often 
with negative and anti-social intentions. As pervasive game designers, we must con-
sider our own behaviour in these terms, ensuring that while our games allow for an 
exploration and questioning of social rules, they don’t simply give permission for 
players to behave in an antisocial manner (for example, ‘dark play’ [31]). We do not 
want to lower the barriers to behaviour that could cause real harm to the experienced 
quality of life of non-players. In this respect, we were guided by Niemi, Sawano and 
Waern [25], in understanding gameplay in terms of anonymity and accountability. In 
the design of the current game we speculated, based on a great deal of experience 
with the environment in question, that players were unlikely to ever cause significant 
disruption to the library. However, we could not be certain of this without carrying 
out a user study. Findings suggested that players were extremely reluctant to engage 
in any majorly disruptive behaviour, and indeed, went to great lengths to only gener-
ate context-appropriate noises. We suggest that an observational user study is particu-
larly important, for ethical reasons, when designing a game that plays with social 
expectations in order to ensure that the game does not unintentionally provoke or 
facilitate genuinely antisocial behaviour.  
The approach to pervasive game design outlined here may serve useful for the de-
sign of games for purposes other than entertainment (see [11]). Indeed, the approach 
seems ideal for provoking in players critical reflection on the values underlying the 
design of built environments, the social rules inherent in those environments, and the 
ways in which our behaviour is controlled by those rules. This seems to align well 
with the goals of critical design [10], which “provides a critique of the prevailing 
situation through designs that embody social, cultural or technical values” (p.58). 
Indeed, the approach outlined here may represent a uniquely powerful type of critical 
design, since it allows the designer to provoke users to reflection in the very envi-
ronment the artefact is intended to criticise. 
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